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CREATE A STORY 

LINKED WITH 

EUROPEAN 

CITIZENSHIP? 



Topic 



EUROPEAN 
CITIZENSHIP 



1.  A space of freedoms 
2.  Travelling without borders 
3.  Work and live abroad 
4.  Medical care in all EU countries 
5.  Enjoy the common market 
6.  Consular protection 
7.  Social and labor rights 
8.  Women and men in equality 



9. One currency 

10. Your voice counts 

11. European profesional 

12. Rights of the traveler  

and the consumer 

13. Drive in all countries 

14. Study without limitations 

15. Vote in municipal  

(and be a candidate) 

 

 



Concept 



TRAVELLING WITHOUT BORDERS 



Free circulation. 
 
Move with freedom.  
 
Being a citizen of the EU 
allows you to travel freely in 
any of the 28 countries of 
the European Union, 
entering and leaving without 
a visa.  
 
You can also do it in Norway, 
Iceland, Switzerland and 
Liechtenstein. 
 



How to transform this 
concept into a visual 
idea? 

We have to take into 
account the starting 
material that we have: 
 
-  Students (no actors) 
-  Limited spaces 
-  Scarce budget or none 
-  Simple knowledge of 

recording and editing 





Corridor of any 
school 

•  First, because it is a very easy to find 

location 

•  Second, because symbolically it looks 

like the inside of a train 

TRAIN = TRAVELLING  

It is a good  concept 



Idea 



Dramatic 
idea 

A girl shows her ID to enter each 

of the classrooms in a long 

corridor. Upon entering each 

classroom she realizes that each 

class is a different country from 

the EU. 



Thematic 
idea 

Travelling  
without borders 



Story      
 line 



A girl walks fast and happy through a high school corridor rolling a suitcase. The corridor 
is plenty of doors on both sides. She reaches the first one and she stops at the door. She 
takes out her identification and pass it into a control access entering a classroom. The 
classroom is a small representation of Paris.  

The girl is again in the corridor in front of another door. She takes out her identification 
and quietly enters a class that represents Rome. She goes in, always happy, showing her 
identification successively to different classrooms that represent Madrid, Sofia, Athens 
and Prague. 

The girl walks again hurried down the same corridor. She is surprised when she arrives at 
the door of another classroom and checks that 30 people are waiting in front of her to 
enter. At the entrance door a sign indicates Mocou. Time runs and she despairs. Finally, 
she has reached the classroom door. At the door there is a security guard. She shows 
him her identification card. The guard does not let her enter the classroom. She needs a 
passport and a special permit. The girl walks away slowly, head down, clumsily dragging 
her suitcase down the hall. 



Plot 



A girl walks fast and happy inside a high school corridor rolling a 

suitcase. The corridor is plenty of doors on both sides. She reaches 

the first one and she stops at the door. She takes out her 

identification and pass it into a control access entering a 

classroom. The classroom is a small representation of Paris. 

Inside, there is the most representative decoration of the French 

capital. In a corner, at the back of the room, there is a table set up 

for a small restaurant. Three people are sitting on it. The girl 

comes over, greets the boys affectionately and sits down smiling 

for dinner. 



Again, the girl, dressed in a different clothing, walks hurriedly 
down the same corridor. Now she stops at another door.  She takes 
out her ID and enter. On this occasion, the classroom is decorated 
as if it were Rome. Posters of the most emblematic places of the 

city flood the walls. The sound of the Italian language is heard. 
Several groups of people are scattered throughout the classroom. 
The girl greets two girls who are sitting on a bench and joins the 

friendly conversation. 



The girl (with different clothes) removes her identification to 
enter the classroom that represents Madrid. She opens the 
door and makes a broad smile while making a tour of the 
room. 

The girl takes out her identification again from her bag. She 
enters the classroom that represents the city of Sofia, looks 
around, smiles and waves with her hand. 



Later, the girl takes out her identification and enters the 

Athens classroom. The same gesture of satisfaction is drawn 

on her face. 

Afterwards, the girl opens the door to the Prague classroom 

with the identification in her hand. She breathes and smiles. 



The girl walks again hurried down the same corridor. She is 

surprised when she arrives at the door of another classroom and 

checks that 30 people are waiting in front of her to enter. Time 

runs and she despairs. She sits on the floor. She reads a book. She 

checks the whatsapp of her mobile phone. She takes off her 

jacket. She gets a hair pulled. She puts on her jacket. She lets go 

of her hair. In the row there are now 10 people. She gets up and 

goes back to the group. The row moves slowly. There are only 3 

people left.  



Finally, she has reached the classroom door. In it, there is a 

security guard. She takes out her identification from the bag. She 

shows it to him. The guard looks at the identification, shakes his 

head and points to a sign above the door. On the poster she can 

read Moscow. The girl looks incredulous. The security guard shows 

her a passport and a piece of paper. The girl takes the piece of 

paper and separates from the row. Behind her there are 15 

people. All of them carry a passport and the same piece of paper 

that the guard has just given to her. The girl walks away slowly, 

head down, clumsily dragging her suitcase down the hall. 



Structure 



PROGRESIVE	PLOT	



Running 
order 



Running order 
1.  CORRIDOR.	Inside	/	Day	(walking	fast)	
2.   PARIS	CLASSROOM.	Inside	/	Day	(dinner)	

3.  CORRIDOR.	Inside	/	Day	(walking	fast)	
4.   ROME	CLASSROOM.	Inside	/	Day	(bench)	

5.  CORRIDOR.	Inside	/	Day	

6.   MADRID	CLASSROOM	(smiling)	
7.  CORRIDOR.	Inside	/	Day	

8.   SOFIA	CLASSROOM	(looking	around)	
9.  CORRIDOR.	Inside	/	Day	

10.   ATHENS	CLASSROOM.	Inside	/	Day	

11.  	CORRIDOR.	Inside	/	Day	
12.   PRAGUE	CLASSROOM.	Inside	/	Day	

13.  CORRIDOR.	Inside	/	Day	(row)	
14.  CORRIDOR.	Inside	/	Day	(walking	away	slowly)	



Script 



SCREENPLAY	





SHOOTING	
SCRIPT	









Visual 
references 



Come together, Wes Anderson, 2016 





Character 



Web pages 

https://www.youtube.com/comissioeuropea	
	
https://www.youtube.com/results?
search_query=EUROPEAN+COMMISSION+SHORTFILMS	
	
	



Prof. Sergio Albaladejo - salbaladejo@ucam.edu 

How to write  
a screenplay? 

 
Prof. Sergio Albaladejo  

 



Prof. Sergio Albaladejo - salbaladejo@ucam.edu 

The main events of a play, novel, film, or similar work, devised and presented by the 
writer as an interrelated sequence. 



Prof. Sergio Albaladejo - salbaladejo@ucam.edu 



Prof. Sergio Albaladejo - salbaladejo@ucam.edu 

“The Board is a way for you to see your movie before you start writing. […] It is your way to visualize a 
well-plotted movie, the one tool I know of that can help you build the perfect beast.”  

(Snyder, 2010: 140) 
 
 



Prof. Sergio Albaladejo - salbaladejo@ucam.edu 



Prof. Sergio Albaladejo - salbaladejo@ucam.edu 

However, in his ‘prose’ he can hint shots, rhythms and 
tempos. 

The screenplay consists of four main elements: 
 

SCENE HEADINGS + 
ACTION + 

CHARACTER NAMES+ 
DIALOGUE 

The screenwriter develops a short and direct writing, 
avoiding any technical jargon that slows down the reader. 



Prof. Sergio Albaladejo - salbaladejo@ucam.edu 

• Scene headings: Appearing at the top of each scene, it describes the setting for that scene and includes 
three pieces of information: 
 

q  If the scene is interior (INT.) or exterior (EXT.) 
q  Location: SCENARIOS and SUBSCENARIOS 
q  Time: DAY or NIGHT 
 

• Action: Explains what happens in the scene as well as the establishing shot. Only what’s seen or heard is 
included here.  

A pretty dark hotel room with a fireplace. Across room, a slightly open door gives 
access to the bathroom. Door swings open to reveal a YOUNG LADY seated in the bathtub 
behind curtain.  
 
• Character names: Character names are ALWAYS capitalized and centered. 
 
• Dialogue: Dialogue is the words that the actors speak. They’re written without quotations, unless they’re 
actually muttering a quote.  

JACK  
As long as I live she'll never  
let me forget what happened!  

 

56. INT. OVERLOOK HOTEL/ROOM 237. NIGHT   



Prof. Sergio Albaladejo - salbaladejo@ucam.edu 



Prof. Sergio Albaladejo - salbaladejo@ucam.edu 

Hannibal (NBC, 2013-2015) 

https://vimeo.com/139780758


Prof. Sergio Albaladejo - salbaladejo@ucam.edu 

www.imsdb.com


What is a 
shooting script?



• The shooting script is more elaborate, precise 
version of the screenplay. 

• The shooting script is not written by the 
screenwriter. It is written by the director.

• The main difference between the screenplay 
and the shooting script is that the screenplay is 
a selling tool, whereas the shooting script is a 
production tool.

• The shooting script includes the list of the 
shots that you want to use to tell the story.

Shooting Script



Camera shot types



It covers the entire landscape, placing the elements as a reference for actions and
providing a very broad vision of where the facts are going to unfold

In general, the characters are not recognizable and establishes a relationship
little personal and impartial between them and the viewer

Usually used as the opening shot of a sequence

EXTREME LONG SHOT



LONG SHOT

It covers the whole scenario and allows 
to make known the location environment

The characters are recognizable and the different elements can
be located in the location space

It should be used when starting scenes, 
as long as you do not want to hide data to dose information



Frames character from head to toes, 
with the subject roughly filling the frame

The emphasis tends to be more on action and movement 
rather than a character’s emotional state

FULL SHOT



Intermediate between Full Shot and Medium Shot
Shows subject from the knees up

Used to show the characters interacting,
focusing more on its expressiveness than on its relationship with the environment

COWBOY SHOT

However, the reference of the place they occupy in a given space is maintained



Frames a person from about waist up

Halfway between the environmental description of the open shots 
and the careful examination and the dramatic force of the close shots

Allows to contemplate both the face and the gestural language

MEDIUM SHOT



It cuts below the chest

Establish more intimate relationships 
between the characters

The more closed, the greater
dramatic efect and introspection

It cuts below the hips

Favors the description of 
Movements inside the frame

The more open, the greater
influence of the environment on the character

MEDIUM LONG SHOT MEDIUM CLOSE-UP



Fills the screen with part of the subject, usually his head/face

Framed this tightly, the emotions and reaction of a character dominate the scene

It is very useful to show feelings and emotions

CLOSE-UP



CHOKER

Frames the subject’s face from above the eyebrows to below the mouth

Focuses on facial expression

There is a proportional relationship between 
the size of the shot and its subjectivity



Sometimes it seeks to hide information that would provide the full figure

Emphasizes a small area or detail of the subject, such as the eye(s) or mouth

It can be used for an artistic purpose, making visual metaphors or trucages

In the case of objects, it usually favors very detailed descriptions

EXTREME CLOSE-UP



Shots according to position with respect to the camera

HEAD-ON FRONTAL BACK VIEW

SIDE VIEW ¾ VIEW ¾ BACK VIEW



Objective point of view
The action is shown from the "ideal point of view", 

externally to the character, allowing to see what 
happens in the best possible way

Subjective point of view:
The action is shown from the point of view of 

some character or object involved in the action, 
allowing us to see what "his eyes" observe

Shots according to point-of-view



Shooting Script
Image Area Dialogue Area

Action

Dialogue

Number of shot
Type of shot

Description



Introduction to Celtx

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2lzfxY9jrQ
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUlbFz2feHQ
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCC8EJtm8PM
• https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Using+Celtx

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c2lzfxY9jrQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VUlbFz2feHQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FCC8EJtm8PM
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Using+Celtx
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